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Salamander Adds Free-Standing Subwoofer Enclosure 

 To Flagship Chameleon Collection of A/V Cabinets  
 

 
 

BLOOMFIELD, CT, Sept. 28, 2010 — Salamander Designs, Ltd., a leading marketer of 
furniture for audio/video entertainment systems and home theater applications, has 
added a specially configured subwoofer enclosure to its flagship Chameleon Collection 
of stylish, high-quality A/V cabinetry solutions.  
 
The free-standing subwoofer enclosure joins a line that includes 9 decorator style 
cabinets, each  in many configurations with optional professional audio quality rack 



mounting. The subwoofer enclosure is available in all 9 styles and complements other 
imaginative new accessories like a wall-mounting kit that creates the illusion a cabinet 
is floating above the floor. The addition of the subwoofer enclosure offers consumers 
even more options than before. Instead of “one-size-fits-all,” Salamander helps 
everyone get A/V furniture that meets their exact needs.  

 
The subwoofer enclosure is an external box designed to house an audio system’s 
external subwoofer. The enclosure matches its companion A/V cabinet in style, size and 
finish, and incorporates large rear grills to avoid interfering with rear or side-firing 
subs. Like all other Chameleon products the subwoofer enclosure can be assembled and 



shipped from the factory within three days. Everyone gets customization without the 
usual long wait for the goods. The subwoofer cabinet addition demonstrates 
Salamander Designs’ continuing commitment to innovation, and how it is employed to 
benefit consumers, dealers and custom installers.  
 
The Chameleon Collection offers 19 configurations, including rack mounting and the 
subwoofer in each of 9 decorator styles. Add choices of bases, furniture feet and 
accessories, and there is truly something for everyone.  
 
Chameleon entertainment cabinets combine craft and technology in uniquely 
sophisticated designs that respond to customers’ needs and tastes. Exceptional attention 
to detail, reliability and durability are represented in these cabinets that are constructed 
of premium, made-in-the-USA components. Practical features include extruded 
aluminum frameworks that keep high-tech accessories hidden but handy, solid wood 
doors with soft-closing dampers, infinitely adjustable shelves, ventilation louvers in the 
bottoms of cabinet segments, and removable rear panels for fast, easy access to 
component jacks. 
 
About Salamander Designs 
Salamander Designs, Ltd. is a leading designer and marketer of furniture for the 
Consumer Electronics and Audio/Visual markets. Its versatile, advanced product lines 
feature an extraordinarily high level of configurability and customization that allow 
consumers to define specific product configurations to meet their needs. In addition to 
the Chameleon Collection, Salamander’s A/V furniture lines include the Archetype 
System, a very flexible shelving system, and the Synergy System a fully modular 
cabinet system that allows consumers to create a virtually limitless number of possible 
product configurations. Its handsome Home Theater Seating can be similarly 
customized with a variety of materials, styling options and accessories, and its 
Mounting Systems for flat-panel displays make them easier than ever to integrate with 
A/V furniture or independently mount onto a wall or ceiling. In fact, Salamander can 
accommodate almost any design preference and A/V requirement. 
 



Salamander Designs is based at 811 Blue Hills Avenue, Bloomfield CT 06002. For 
further information, visit its website at www.salamanderdesigns.com          
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